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1. Introduction. Hyperelliptic curves defined over finite fields were first proposed for cryptographic use by Koblitz [18] in 1989, with the special case of genus one curves (elliptic curves) having been proposed earlier by Koblitz and Miller independently [19, 17] . The idea is to base protocols on arithmetic in the degree zero divisor class group (or Picard group) of the curve, a finite abelian group, basing security on the assumption that the discrete logarithm problem in that group is intractable. Further research has shown that the discrete logarithm problem becomes less intractable as the genus increases, leaving elliptic curves (genus one) and low-genus hyperelliptic curves (genus two and, perhaps, three) as the main settings of choice for cryptographic applications.
In the case of elliptic curves, arithmetic in the class group is described geometrically using the fact that this group is isomorphic to the group of points on the curve. For hyperelliptic curves, the group law is described algebraically using an algorithm due to Cantor [2] , and expressed in terms of polynomial arithmetic. Various improvements and extensions to Cantor's algorithm have been proposed, for example an adaptation of Shanks' NUCOMP algorithm for composing binary quadratic forms [13] and a tripling formula [11] 1 . For curves of low genus, specifically four or less, optimized versions described in terms of arithmetic with field elements are used; see [4, Ch. 14] for a survey. The vast majority of work has focused on such formulas, due to the direct applicability of low-genus curves to discrete logarithm based cryptography.
However, mid-to high-genus curves also have cryptographic applications, most notably through the Weil descent attack initially suggested by Frey [8] and later refined by Gaudry, Hess, and Smart [9] . This attack, when successful, reduces the discrete logarithm problem on an elliptic curve defined over a composite degree extension of F 2 to that on a higher-genus hyperelliptic curve over a smaller finite field, where the discrete logarithm problem may be easier to solve. One notable example is elliptic curves defined over F 2 155 . In the best case, these can be reduced to genus 31 curves over F 2 5 , where the discrete logarithm problem has been shown to be solvable in practice [24] . The Oakley key determination protocol, part of an IETF standard, required an elliptic curve defined over this field and another over F 2 185 , and these curves were recently showed by Musson [20] to reduce to genus 16 hyperelliptic curves over F 2 31 or F 2 37 . Teske also describes a constructive application in which Weil descent is used to furnish a trap-door for an instance of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. One recommended set of parameters results in a hyperelliptic curve of genus 7 or 8 defined over F 2 23 .
For all these cases, explicit formulas have not been developed for the group arithmetic, so Cantor's algorithm or its variants would have to be used. Compared to explicit formulas, relatively little work has been done on optimizing these directly. Nagao [21] described how some of the techniques for optimizing explicit formulas can be applied to generic formulation of Cantor's algorithm. These include eliminating inversions in extended greatest common divisor computation using pseudodivision, and partially computing products when a subsequent division is known to be exact. Nagao's experiments suggest that partial multiplication is the most useful, with some small improvements with pseudodivision.
In this paper, we extend Nagao's work by conducting a thorough empirical investigation of divisor class group arithmetic for hyperelliptic curves defined over binary fields. In addition to Cantor's algorithm, we apply similar optimizations to NUCOMP [13] , the tripling formula introduced in [11] , and the reduction algorithm proposed in [1] . Our primary motivation was to identify the fastest methods for divisor class group arithmetic in the cryptographically-interesting cases arising from the Weil descent mentioned above. Our second motivation was to optimize divisor class group arithmetic in general, by learning how the different algorithms and optimizations perform as functions of the genus and finite field sizes. The goal was to investigate the main algorithmic techniques available in an effort to identify the fastest overall approach to divisor arithmetic for various field size and genera. For example, the performance results for the reduction algorithm in [1] were somewhat inconclusive; through a careful implementation using all the known optimizations, we hoped to conclusively evaluate the performance of this algorithm with respect to that of Cantor.
We begin by numerically comparing algorithms for solving the extended GCD problem, a core component of divisor class group arithmetic, in order to find thresholds indicating which of Euclid's algorithm, Euclid's algorithm with pseudodivision, and the sub-quadratic half-gcd algorithm is optimal for various combinations of field size and polynomial degree. We do the same for the partial extended GCD computation required for NUCOMP and the reduction algorithm of [1] , using a variation of the partial half-gcd algorithm suggested in the same context by Ding [6] . Improved threshold-based GCD algorithms are then applied to Cantor, NUCOMP, fast reduction, together with partial versions of polynomial multiplication using the basic quadratic-complexity algorithm. Extensive numerical results are reported, indicating which combination of methods is the more efficient for various combinations of genus and field size. The improvements obtained for the Weil descent examples are modest; however, our results give a clear picture of how the various algorithms and optimizations perform for different finite field and genus combinations. To the best of our knowledge, we have used the most relevant existing algorithmic techniques at our disposal; our conclusions suggest that further improvements are expected to require either significant new arithmetic algorithms or low-level code optimization.
The software used to test these algorithms is organized into a C++ library. The best collection of algorithms is selected adaptively based on the finite field size and curve genus, together with our experimentally-derived set of thresholds. The code is available upon request, and will be released publicly in the near future.
2. Divisor Arithmetic on Hyperelliptic Curves. For background on hyperelliptic curves, see [4] .
A hyperelliptic curve of genus g over a field K of characteristic 2 is an absolutely irreducible non-singular curve given by an equation of the form
. In this paper, we restrict our attention to the imaginary model, so the equation can be normalized by taking f monic, deg(f ) = 2g + 1 and deg(h) ≤ g, where g is the genus of the curve. Unless the genus of the curve is one (an elliptic curve), the points on the curve themselves do not form a group. Instead, one works with the degree zero divisor class group, the group of equivalence classes of degree zero divisors modulo principal divisors. It is well known that this group is isomorphic to the ideal class group of the function field K(C). Making this isomorphism explicit, each nontrivial divisor class over K can be represented uniquely as a pair of polynomials (
where u is monic, deg(v) < deg(u) ≤ g and u | v 2 + vh + f . This is known as the Mumford representation of a reduced divisor.
Addition in the degree zero divisor class group is computed using an algorithm due to Cantor [2] . Given D = (u , v ) and D = (u , v ) two reduced divisors in Mumford representation, Cantor's algorithm computes the reduced divisor D = D + D = (u, v). The formulation presented in Algorithm 1 is optimized for the frequently-occurring situation where gcd(u , u ) = 1, based on a description due to Shanks of Gauss's composition formulas for binary quadratic forms. A more efficient doubling formula can be obtained by optimizing in the case that D = D , and an efficient tripling formula is given in [11, Algorithm 1] ; the output of this algorithm requires subsequent reduction using the last part of Algorithm 1 (steps 17 to 28). 18: if deg(v) ≥ deg(u) then 19: Compute q, r such that b = qu + r 20: w = w − q(v + r + h) 21: v = r 22: else 23: while deg(u) > g do 24: t u = w 25:
Algorithm 1 Addition of Divisor Classes (Cantor)
One drawback of all these algorithms is that they can have relatively large intermediate operands. Assuming that the input divisors are reduced (coefficients have degree ≤ g), the degrees of u and v prior to reduction can be as large as 2g for addition and doubling, and 3g for tripling. The NUCOMP algorithm of Shanks, adapted to hyperelliptic curves [14, 13] , seeks to reduce the sizes of the intermediate operands by carrying out a reduction on them before completing the addition step. In essence, the reduction step, which can be interpreted as computing the continued fraction expansion of an element of the function field [13] , is replaced by a rational approximation of the continued fraction. In addition to reducing the sizes of intermediate operands, we can achieve further speed-ups by using fast extended GCD algorithms for this step.
In Algorithm 2, we give an optimized description of NUCOMP following the presentation in [15] for quadratic number fields. A doubling version (NUDUPL) can be obtained by setting D = D and simplifying. A tripling version (NUTRIPL) can be immediately derived from the NUCUBE algorithm presented in [11, Algorithm 2] . In line 19 of Algorithm 2, the call to XGCD-PARTIAL(R 2 , R 1 , C 2 , C 1 , n) computes the decreasing Euclidean remainder sequence starting with R 2 , R 1 (together with the Bezout's coefficients) until reaching a remainder of degree less then or equal to the given bound n.
Algorithm 2 NUCOMP
{Sum will already be reduced} 12:
{exact division} 16: else 17: {Apply partial reduction before computing the sum} 18:
The main idea of NUCOMP is that the element (v + y)/u of the function field of C can be approximated by the rational u /K. Cantor's algorithm first computes the non-reduced divisor D = (u, v), and subsequently applies a reduction algorithm that can be expressed in terms of expanding the continued fraction of (v + y)/u. The rational approximation by u /K allows us to compute the same sequence of partial quotients using the computationally simpler Euclidean algorithm (and various optimized version). It also allows us to avoid computing the intermediate non-reduced divisor D, and instead express the final reduced divisor in terms of formulas involving lower-degree operands.
A similar observation can be used to speed the reduction algorithm itself. On input a non-reduced divisor D = (u, v), the rational v/u is used to approximate (v + y)/u. This algorithm is a generalization of Sawilla's algorithm for quadratic number fields [12] , and is described in [1] . Algorithm 3 describes the fast reduction algorithm using the same notation as the algorithms above. The algorithm XGCD-PARTIAL-REDUCE is the same as XGCD-PARTIAL, except that the algorithm takes one additional step if deg(R 1 ) = n and deg(u ) − g is odd.
Algorithm 3 Fast Reduction
Compute q, r such that b = qu + r 5:
As can be seen, three different types of extended GCD computations are required for the above algorithms. For computing S, the divisor addition, doubling, and tripling algorithms all require an XGCD computation where only one of the two Bezout coefficients is computed. A full XGCD computation is required in the relatively rare case that the first GCD is not one. Finally, a partial XGCD computation, where the algorithm terminates once the remainders computed reach a given degree bound, is required for both NUCOMP and the analogous reduction algorithm. In the sequel, our main optimizations focus on these variants of the Euclidean algorithm. As pointed out in the comments of Algorithms 1-3, all divisions are exact. Hence, we also optimize these various exact divisions by computing only the required terms of the dividends.
3. Extended GCD algorithms for polynomials. As shown in the previous section, polynomial GCD computation is a pivotal component of arithmetic in the divisor class group. Our first level of optimization begins there. We consider the following three cases:
• XGCD: full extended GCD computation, • XGCD-LEFT: extended GCD where only one of the Bezout coefficients is computed, • XGCD-PARTIAL and XGCD-PARTIAL-REDUCE: partial extended GCD where the algorithm terminates once the operands reach a given degree bound.
Let A, B be two polynomials in K[X] with B = 0. We denote by Q and R the unique polynomials in K[X] given by the Euclidean division of A by B such that
The greatest common divisor (up to units) of A and B is the least remainder different from 0 in the Euclidean remainder sequence defined by R 0 = A, R 1 = B and for i > 1, R i+1 = R i−1 mod R i , which can be expressed in matrix form as
Multiplying these Euclidean matrices
For efficiency, it is recommended to make the polynomials monic in order to avoid field inversions in the course of the polynomial division. Note that this still requires one field inversion per Euclidean step, which might have a significant impact on the overall performance depending on the field size.
Alternatively, one can use Knuth's pseudo-division [16, 3] , which requires no field inversion 2 . This is done by computing the pseudo-quotient Q and pseudo-remainder R such that
where (B) denotes the leading coefficient of B. Using this pseudo-division, a greatest common divisor of A and B together with the Bezout's coefficients can be computed with no field inversion 3 at the extra cost of some field multiplications. Indeed, each Euclidean step now consists in computing
This is one of the optimizations suggested by Nagao [21] for improving Cantor's algorithm, and the numerical results suggest a modest improvement in general. However, whether or not pseudo-division is advantageous in the context of extended GCD and ideal arithmetic depends on several parameters, in particular the cost of a field inversion and the degrees of the input polynomials. The algorithm XGCD-PARTIAL computes a given remainder in the remainder sequence. More specifically, given A, B with deg B < deg A, and
where R j is the first remainder of degree less than or equal to deg(A) − d red .
A faster method of subquadratic complexity, known as the half-gcd algorithm, aims at computing the matrix M without evaluating all the quotients Q i . Assuming deg(B) < deg(A) = n, it does so using a divide-and-conquer strategy by computing
, where R j is the first remainder of degree less than n/2 . A recursive call with inputs of degree ≈ n/2 then gives remainders of degree ≈ n/4, then ≈ n/8, etc. until one gets the greatest common divisor. It can be proved that the complexity of this algorithm is essentially that of computing M h , which can be done in subquadratic time using Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 HGCD
T with deg B < n/2 and deg A ≥ n/2. 
The half-gcd algorithm requires O(M (n) log n) operations in K. It can be adapted to XGCD-PARTIAL in the same complexity. As noted in [6] , this subquadratic complexity naturally extends to the problem of computing a reduced sum of two divisors of a hyperelliptic curve.
3.1. Analysis and Profiling. We compared the relative performances of the GCD algorithms presented above for polynomials of degree d ranging from 2 to 100 over binary fields F 2 m of sizes from 2 2 to 2 2048 . Our algorithms are written in C++ (compiled using g++ version 4.4.5) and the experiments were performed on a workstation with 64 Intel Xeon cores, each of which is 64-bit and runs at 2.27 GHz. We used the NTL [22] computer algebra library for finite field and polynomial arithmetic, built on gf2x (http://gf2x.gforge.inria.fr/) for faster polynomial arithmetic over F 2 .
For the three gcd computations of interest mentioned above (XGCD, XGCD-LEFT, XGCD-PARTIAL) we ran many simulations and we compared the timings given by the following three approaches: subquadratic half-gcd, plain extended euclidean with pseudo-division, and plain extended euclidean algorithm without pseudo-division. For the later, we made polynomials monic at each step using a field inversion. In Table 1 , we summarize our experimental results for XGCD-LEFT by giving the ratio between the time taken by the fastest method and the plain euclidean algorithm with division. The different gray areas clearly show the best strategy for a given set of parameters (input degree, field size). The cell tags should be self-explanatory.
Based on our experiments, pseudo-division is never interesting for word-size binary fields, i.e. for m ≤ 64 and is only faster for larger fields (m > 64) for polynomials of degree at most 20. In the most favorable cases, the pseudo-division alternative 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 30 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 40
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1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 60 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. can be twice as fast as the classical Euclid's algorithm. Not surprisingly, half-gcd is advantageous for polynomials of degree ≥ 30 when m ≤ 64 and for polynomials of degree ≥ 60 for m > 64. Again, in the most favorable cases, it can be twice as fast as the plain euclidean algorithm. Using a similar empirical strategy, we defined thresholds for plain XGCD (computing the two Bezout's coefficients) and XGCD-PARTIAL. For the latter, the thresholds also depend on the number of Euclidean steps that have to be performed to get the expected remainder. Those parameters are all taken into account by our library in order to select the best strategy according to the various parameters (genus, field size, input degrees).
Partial Multiplication for Exact Divisions.
Our second level of optimization concerns the algorithms themselves. An important technique in generating explicit formulas is to make use of the fact that certain polynomial divisions are exact. Supposing the divisor has degree n, the n low degree terms of the dividend are not required, and can be omitted in the multiplication and squaring operations used to compute the dividend. As observed by Nagao [21] , this is applicable to Cantor's algorithm, and numerical results suggest that this is an effective technique.
The problem is that it is only known how to achieve an efficient modification of the basic quadratic-complexity multiplication algorithm in this manner. Faster methods such as Karatsuba multiplication and FFT are not as amenable. Thus, we should not expect this method to improve divisor class arithmetic in all cases. Instead, we should expect a threshold below which the modified multiplication yields an improvement and after which the faster multiplication algorithms (aka sub-quadratic or quasi-linear) are superior.
We have implemented a partial multiply routine based on the MulPlain function in NTL's GF2EX class. This routine applies the basic school book multiplication algorithm, but only computes the coefficients of the product polynomial for terms of degree greater than a given bound. In Table 2 , we provide a comparison of our partial multiply routine with the basic multiply routine in NTL. For polynomials defined over F 2 m , NTL uses a combination of a quadratic algorithm and Karatsuba, so we expect it to be superior asymptotically. The table gives the ratio of the average running time to compute a partial multiply over the time to compute the same product with NTL's mul method, and each cell is shaded according to which of the two algorithms was faster. The field d indicates the degree of the resulting product, and i denotes the bit length of d − n, i.e. the bit length of the number of terms in the product that must be computed, from 1 to d/2. This is the required range of operands for application to the divisor arithmetic algorithms described earlier, the typical case being d/2. The tables for different finite fields look similar.
The table shows that the partial multiplication algorithm is most efficient when the number of terms required in the product is small as compared to the degree of the output. For all but the smallest output degrees, NTL was faster when half the terms were required.
We used this data to set thresholds with which our ideal arithmetic programs can automatically switch between the partial multiplication and NTL multiplication routines. The threshold is a function of the finite field size and bit length of the difference between the output degree and bound on the terms to compute.
Notice that in the case of partial squaring, a partial algorithm will always be superior. This is because in characteristic two, the basic quadratic simplifies to a linear complexity algorithm, and this can be made partial as easily as the full algorithm.
Empirical Optimization of Divisor Arithmetic.
We have implemented addition, doubling, and tripling algorithms using both Cantor's algorithm (Algorithm 1) and NUCOMP (Algorithm 2), using the specializations for doubling and tripling mentioned in Section 2. The performance of each algorithm was benchmarked, in order to set thresholds based on the genus and finite field determining which algorithm is more efficient for particular hyperelliptic curves.
We have compared the practical performance of two variations of each algorithm. The first one uses none of the optimizations described above. For the various XGCD algorithms, we simply used the implementations in NTL [22] modified to compute one Bezout coefficient or to terminate once the remainders reach a given degree bound. For polynomials with coefficients in a characteristic two finite field, this meant that the standard extended Euclidean algorithm was used. The second variation makes use of the XGCD and partial multiplication optimizations described in the previous two sections. Mechanisms were implemented by which the best variation of a particular algorithm was automatically used, based on the thresholds presented above. Table 3 , we provide a comparison of the four resulting variations of divisor addition: Cantor's algorithm and NUCOMP without using our improved XGCD and partial multiplication, and both algorithms with our improvements. Using Cantor's algorithm without our improvements as a baseline, we list for each combination of genus and field size the ratio of the fastest of the four algorithms with Cantor's. Shading is used to indicate which of the four was the fastest. From the data, we see that the NUCOMP algorithm is the fastest except for a few of the smaller genera. The threshold seems to be around genus 6 for all field sizes as opposed to 7 or 8 as reported in [13] , indicating that our careful implementation and the improved formulation in Algorithm 2 increase the algorithm's range of applicability. We also see that our optimized XGCD and partial multiplications do have an effect. For the parameter ranges where pseudodivision and half-gcd are effective, our enhanced algorithms are the fastest.
Divisor Addition. In
In Table 4 , we list average running times for the four divisor addition algorithms when applied to some cryptographically relevant examples arising from Weil descent. The first two of these, genus 7 or 8 over F 2 23 , comes from Teske's trapdoor cryptosystem [23] . The third and fourth, genus 16 over F 2 31 and F 2 37 , come from Musson's application of Weil descent to the elliptic curves defined over F 2 155 and F 2 185 in the Oakley key determination protocol [20] . The last, genus 31 over F 2 5 is the Weil descent example considered by Velichka et. al. [24] from an elliptic curve defined over F 2 5 . For each example, the fastest of the four algorithms is shaded, and the ratio of the runtime over that of Cantor's algorithm without our improved XGCD and partial multiplication is given. The data in Table 4 shows that our improved version of NUCOMP does indeed offer some modest improvements, except for the last example. In the last case, we observe that for genus 31 and F 2 5 , none of the pseudodivision XGCD variations and half-gcd variations offer improvements over the basic Euclidean algorithm. The partial multiplication algorithm also does not yield a big improvement for the operand sizes arising. Thus, we expect the basic version without our enhancements to be as fast or better than the version with them.
To get an idea of how much time in the overall discrete logarithm computation would be saved using our improved arithmetic, we make use of the following estimates. Teske [23] estimates that the algorithm of Enge and Gaudry [7] would require approximately 2 34 Jacobian additions to compute a discrete logarithm for the first curve of Table 4, and 2 37 for the second. Musson [20, p.123 ] estimates 2 59 operations using the double-large prime algorithm of Gaudry et. al. [10] for the third curve, and 2 70 for the fourth. Velichka et. al. [24] estimate 2 37 group operations for the last curve using an empirically-optimized version of Enge and Gaudry's algorithm. Using these estimates, we can calculate how much CPU time on our reference architecture would be saved using our optimized arithmetic as compared to an implementation using an unoptimized version of Cantor's algorithmthis data is listed in Table 5 . Even though our improvements will likely not affect a significant percentage of the entire discrete logarithm computation (for example, previous estimates indicated that group arithmetic accounted for roughly 20% of the relation generation time for the fourth example in the table, and 33% for the fifth), they do result in a non-negligible savings in terms of total CPU time. It has been shown for the genus 31 example [24] that sieving results in further computational improvements in such a way that divisor arithmetic plays a negligible role. In that case, our optimized arithmetic is unlikely to have much effect. However, it is not clear whether sieving will out-perform the random walk based algorithms mentioned above for the lower genus examples; in those cases, the current stateof-the-art is that our optimized arithmetic algorithms will yield some savings as indicated in the table.
5.2. Divisor Doubling. In Table 6 , we provide a comparison of the four variations of divisor doubling. Using Cantor's algorithm without our improvements as a baseline as above, we list for each combination of genus and field size the ratio of the fastest of the four algorithms with Cantor's. Shading is used to indicate which of the four was the fastest. From the data, we see similar behavior to that of NUCOMP. The NUDUPL algorithm is the fastest except for a few of the smaller genera. The threshold seems to be around genus 5 or 6 for all field sizes as opposed to 7 or 8 as reported in [13] , indicating again that our careful implementation and the improved formulation in Algorithm 2 increase the algorithm's range of applicability. We also see that our optimized XGCD and partial multiplications do offer an improvement when the parameter ranges are suitable.
5.3. Divisor Tripling. In Table 7 , we provide a comparison of six variations of divisor tripling. As above, we use the basic tripling/reduction and NUTRIPL algorithms from [11] , with and without our improved XGCD and partial multiplication methods. In addition, we compare these cubing algorithms with simply doubling and adding the input. For the variation of this method that does not use our enhancements, we use the thresholds described above to automatically select the fastest unenhanced addition and doubling algorithms (Cantor or NU-COMP/NUDUPL). We do the same for the enhanced version. As above, we list for each combination of genus and field size the ratio of the fastest of the four algorithms with Cantor's. Shading is used to indicate which of the six was the fastest. Table 7 . Fastest algorithms for divisor tripling in hyperelliptic curves defined over binary fields Here, is is somewhat harder to determine the trends in the data, but some observations are apparent. As with addition and doubling, our enhancements to XGCD and partial multiplication have an effect for the corresponding parameter ranges. We also see that the tripling formulas from [11] in many cases do not offer an improvement over doubling and adding. Without our enhancements, the tripling algorithm is only better until about genus 12. With our enhancements, this threshold is about 10, NUTRIPL does again become faster for parameters where the half-gcd algorithm is effective.
5.4. Scalar Multiplication. We apply our optimized arithmetic operations to the problem of scalar multiplication. We compare the non-adjacent form exponentiation method with a double-base right-to-left method using bases 2 and 3, using both divisor arithmetic with and without our enhancements. In each case, our implementation adaptively selects the fastest operation (Cantor/NUCOMP, Cantor/NUDUPL, Triple/NUTRIPL/SqrMult) using the thresholds presented above. In Table 8 , we list for each combination of genus and field size the ratio of the fastest of the four algorithms with unenhanced non-adjacent form. Shading is used to indicate which of the six was the fastest. We see from the data that, as before, our enhanced versions of the algorithms offer improvements for the usual parameter ranges. We also note that double-base scalar multiplication is faster than NAF in the cases where the cubing algorithms are faster than the double/add method. Our enhance versions are most applicable for smaller genera and sufficiently large genera that the half-gcd algorithm is used. 5.5. Fast Reduction. We apply our optimized XGCD and partial multiplication algorithms to divisor reduction. We compare Cantor's reduction algorithm (the last part of Algorithm 1), the reduction algorithm from [1] (Algorithm 3), and the latter using our enhanced XGCD and partial multiplication methods. Note that Cantor's reduction algorithm uses neither XGCD nor exact divisions, so our enhancements are not applicable. For the enhanced version of the algorithm from [1] , the thresholds from above are used to adaptively select the best XGCD variation of partial multiplication for the given input sizes. Table 9 lists data comparing the performance of the three algorithms for reducing divisors in hyperelliptic curves of various genera defined over F 2 16 , the same field presented in [1] . The divisors reduced were such that the coefficient u has degree mg for various integers m, simulating a non-reduced mth power of a typical reduced divisor. In Table 9 , we list for each combination of genus and field size the ratio of the fastest of the three algorithms with Cantor's reduction (last part of Algorithm 1). Shading is used to indicate which of the three was the fastest. Unlike the data in [1] , our results here indicate the expected behavior, namely that the new reduction algorithm should become increasingly better than Cantor's as both the genus and degree of the non-reduced input divisor increase. The performance becomes significantly better as the half-gcd threshold for partial XGCD are surpassed. Notice that pseudodivision-base XGCD does not offer any improvements for this field size.
6. Conclusions. We have attempted to optimize divisor arithmetic for hyperelliptic curves of genus larger than 5, using as many of the known methods as possible. Our results show that the methods used by Nagao, in particular partial multiplication and computing extended GCDs using pseudodivision are only effective for certain parameter ranges. As expected, the half-gcd algorithm is effective for divisor arithmetic as soon as the input degrees are sufficiently large, including its application to the computation of partial XGCDs. NUCOMP and its variants are superior after a smaller genus threshold than previously thought, except for NUTRIPL, which is often slower than an optimized double and add method except when halfgcd applies. Our adaptive implementation of exponentiation, using thresholds to select between XGCD variations, partial multiplication variations, and basic divisor arithmetic variations, offers improvements over the non-adaptive version using enhanced algorithms. It shows that the double-base right-to-left method is indeed faster than NAF as long as the tripling algorithm is faster than doubling and adding. Finally, using our enhanced methods confirms that the reduction algorithm of [1] does in fact out-perform Cantor's.
One conclusion to be drawn is that there are very few performance gains left to be realized with the known algorithms. It is possible that some improvements could be obtained by using the geometric approach to the group law [5] . Our thresholds used could also be sampled at finer granularity. However, neither approach is expected to yield significant improvements; new ideas, or more extensive low-level optimizations, are required to go further.
The fact that NUCOMP and its variations is faster for smaller genera than previously believed suggests that some improvements to small genus explicit formulas could be obtained based on this algorithm. The NUTRIPL algorithm also appears practical for somewhat small genera, and an explicit version of that combined with double-base scalar multiplication may also yield improvements for small genera.
It would be of some interest to perform the same optimizations for the odd characteristic case. All the same techniques would apply, but different thresholds would almost certainly occur. For example, as inversion in odd characteristic finite fields is more expensive than the even characteristic case, we would expect a larger impact from pseudodivision as applied to the various XGCD methods.
